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Choosing the Right Stress-Free
Company for Your Bridal
Video

I wish I could rate Kelcurt Media higher
than just a 5!!! Curtis and Kelly are amazing
to work with!!! They made the moments
leading up to the wedding a blast!! Our
wedding video was the best thing I could
ever ask for from that day!!! I’m so thankful
that they were there to capture the
moment so we can relive it any time in the
future!!! Would definitely recommend!!!
www.KELCURTMedia.com
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About KELCURT Media
OUR MISSION
The mission of KELCURT Media is
to provide affordable, high-quality
video production services to enhance
personal, corporate, and community life.
Our dedication to high quality video
extends to all four divisions of our
company:
• KELCURT Media
• KELCURT Media Bridal
• KELCURT Media Theater & Events
• KCM Studios: Home Movies to DVD

KELCURT Media promises to always
offer fair pricing for every service we
provide. Our dedication and mission
to you, our client, is held in the highest
regards. We are proud to have 5-star
ratings and outstanding customer
service reviews for 11 years.
The three bars in our logo represent the
pillars that our company stand on:
• Quality
• Community
• Customer Service

Curtis Cecil
Creative Director, KELCURT Media
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Creative Crew
We never stop training. At KELCURT Media Bridal, we dedicate time for weekly and monthly
training to stay up on the latest technologies, editing and filming techniques.

9619 Dayton Pike
Soddy Daisy, TN 37379

Curtis Cecil
Creative Director

Kelly Flemings
Enhancement
Coordinator
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5 KEYS TO
A Successful
Video

Organization
A time-line not only helps your
Photographer, but it helps us to
gauge exactly how much time can
be utilized at each location.

Light
The darker the setting, the
grainier the video. Lots of
light helps the cameras focus
and obtain the highest video
resolution possible.

Unplugged
Asking your wedding party to refrain from using cell phones, tablets, and
flashes during the ceremony helps your video turn out so much better!

A Plan
When you book with us,
we map out the areas on
location so we can anticipate
shots. We also study the sun
position to maximize light
during golden and blue hour
shoots!

Listening
We listen to our clients and build a
film around their personalities!
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Why
Choose KELCURT Media Bridal?

QUALITY
EQUIPMENT
KELCURT Media Bridal invests in
the highest-quality equipment with
redundant data back-up systems.

COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT
We believe that a company cannot ask
the community to support it, without first
supporting the community.

Proven Business
Plans
We have a proven business plan and
professionals that know how to film
with your style in mind.

UNIQUE IDEAS

CREATIVE MIND
CREW
We see things differently. We think being
in the box is boring and we can’t breathe!
We make the “different” beautiful.

ZERO HIDDEN
FEES

We are never afraid to take risks. You might We are 100% upfront and honest about our pricing.
find us hanging in trees, or laying on the
We will never charge based on what we
ground to get the shot we want.
“think” you can afford. Everyone is treated equally.
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WHAT STUCK OUT IN MY MIND THE MOST
WAS THAT THEY WERE FLEXIBLE WITH OUR
ODD VENUE CHOICE, AND THEIR OVERALL
hese guys are

T

yard. There was a lot of

excellent! They filmed

ground to cover and they

my daughter’s wedding

did not miss anything.

ceremony and reception,

We have all the raw

which was not an easy

footage from the big day

task as the ceremony

and three beautifully

was on a dock and the

edited shorter videos.

reception in our back

Their style is unique...

100%
Satisfaction Rating

Proven Superior Customer Service. We have
clients all over the world and customer satisfaction is important to us!

5 out of 5
We took home the stars!

5 Star

Ratings Shine!

Proud to have 5-Star ratings on
Wedding Wire, Event Detective,
Face Book, Google+ and more!

When ranked - we received 5 out of 5 stars
in the top 5 categories! And that’s no easy
task!
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How
We Edit Your Wedding
How we edit is 90% of the work
Although we may spend only 3-8 hours with you filming on your special day, we spend
almost 15 hours per hour filmed working on your project. With 3 cameras at 8 hours
of filming, that is almost 360 hours of editing, rendering, converting, color correcting,
stylizing and audio editing your wedding. We don’t skimp and we don’t release your
footage until we are proud of it!

5 dual core Intel Macs running 24/7

The $3000 Pro Suite Softw

I-Mac27’s

Pro Feature

ware

es
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24 Frames per second

Styled Color and Effects

Film Creation

Cinema Look
Bringing generations
together through the power
of film.
When we edit, we view the world through your
eyes as well as the eyes of the people attending. We
understand what is important to brides and grooms
and we capture those moments. We believe in the
power of family, and we believe that everyone that
attends should be seen (at least in the raw footage).

Did you know?
We scan photos and
create Celebration of Life
slide-show videos?

Our
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Features

02. Ceremony Full Edit : Most video companies focus only on a highlight reel. At KELCURT Media, we
film with edits in mind. We can take all three cameras and combine them into a seamless edit of your entire
ceremony. We take the best shots from each camera to create a documentary style complete edit from
walking down the aisle, to saying “I Do.” Only $350 extra.

01. Cinematic Highlight Film
Your Cinematic Highlight Film is so much more than a string of video moments - it is the essence of the love you share with each other and those close to you, rendered into a
musical video experience celebrating the richness of your special day. We license a soundtrack that becomes your signature video to be shared on any social media platform.
If you’ve written your own vows or have a special toast that tells the history of your love, these words may be included as part of your Highlight Film. Uniquely inspired by you,
your KELCURT Media Bridal Film is an heirloom celebration to be enjoyed year after year. Included with every package.

PRODUCT NAME
01.

Cinematic Highlight Film

02.

Add Ceremony Full Edit

03.

Add Reception Highlights

03. Reception Highlights
KELCURT Media Bridal delivers the best highlights of the evening into a full 3-camera
edit of your reception highlights. Grand Entrances, Special Dances, and all the exciting
moments are captured so nothing is missed. Plus, you’ll receive all of the raw footage
of the non-highlighted fun! Only $300 extra.
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Investment
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Table

Investments for our most popular packages

Custom Consultations : 423.401.3817

As part of our “pay for only what you want” policy, we have designed packages into a 4-hour,
6-hour or 8-hour experience. We are always happy to customize a package that is right for you.
Adding hours is simply $325 per hour and each package utilizes the full array of our continual
investments in high-quality equipment. Each include a customized Highlight Film.
Have coffee with us!
Prices are subject to change without notice. Prices locked at time of contract and receipt of 50% non-refundable retainer

4 Hours
$

6 Hours
$

1500

8 Hours

Want to talk about your wedding in
person? Schedule an appointment
and we will guide you to the package
that meets with your full-video needs.

$

2900

2150

Travel Fees
6 - 8 min.

All Raw

8 - 14 min.

All Raw

10 - 19 min

All Raw

Highlight Film

Footage

Highlight Film

Footage

Highlight Film

Footage

2 Crew
3 Camera

Drone
Coverage*

Digital Mic

2 Crew
3 Camera
Digital Mic

Drone
Coverage*

2 Crew
3 Camera
Digital Mic

Drone
Coverage*

4 Hours

USB with All

6 Hours

USB with All

8 Hours

USB with All

Coverage

Footage

Coverage

Footage

Coverage

Footage

EXTRAS: Only add What
you really want!

3-Camera full edit

2-3 Camera Full edit of

*Drone Coverage subject to weather

of Ceremony: $350

Reception Highlights: $300

and FAA regulations

All of our packages include a 50
mile travel radius from our studio.
Events outside of this area, are
subject to additional travel fees.
Knoxville: $200
Jeffersonville / Tri-Cities : $250
Nashville : $250
Atlanta: $250
Birmingham: $250
Pigeon Forge area: $300
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KELCURT Media Bridal
Investment

We have been amazed with their creativity and talent! This will be the third year
working with KELCURT Media, and we can’t wait to see the great ideas they come up

Canon XHA1

70 mm HD Studio Cameras

Canon 70D

DJI Phantom 3 Pro

RODELink

70D DSLR

1080p - 4K Aerial Video

Digital Wireless Mic

Utilizing 2 -Canon 70mm 20x optical zoom cameras, we

With 3-Canon 70D multi lenses, we use

Satellite-driven GPS drone that allows

RODELink’s digital wireless mic system,

secure your footage on film and never have to intrude

these cameras to capture the 1920 HD

our pilots to capture stunning aerial

allows us to mic just the groom to get

upon the ceremony.

video for your Cinematic Highlight Film.

footage like you have never seen before.

clear vocals from everyone.

Local Pride =
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Local Investments
KELCURT Media Bridal believes that community involvement is more than
just writing a check - it means volunteering our time, our resources, our
talents and our hearts.
Zoe McDonough, a 10-year-old who dedicated many hours to children’s charities, was killed in
a tragic boating accident with her grandmother. Her parents started Zoe’s Rainbow Dash, a 10K
fundraising event, to continue supporting Zoe’s favorite charities (pictured right). KELCURT Media
has volunteered each year, since its inception, to capture and create a signature video for this race.
KELCURT Media volunteered as the videography team for the Make Some Noise 5K for Huntington’s
Disease, a fatal genetic disorder. We also created a Public Service Announcement regarding the
effects of HD on the individual and the family featuring Michael Valovcin and his family.
Here are a few others that your support in KELCURT Media has served:
• Soddy-Daisy High School Theatre, Volleyball, and Bowling		
• Signal Mountain Middle High School Library Book fair Fundraiser
• Ronald McDonald House Charities Library Book Drive
• Soddy-Daisy Firefighters Toy & Coat Holiday Drive		

“Operation Hitched”: The Greatest Fourth
of July Celebration
Each Independence Day, KELCURT Media, in association
with other local wedding professionals, donates the 4th
of July to a military couple getting married, ensuring that
we are giving back to those who give so much to us. Thank
you veterans and active military members for our freedom!

• Vietnam Veterans Alliance
• Red Bank Pride Festivals
• Sequoyah High School Yearbook

• And many other churches and organizations

By choosing KELCURT Media, you help
in so many ways. Thank you!
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p support our community

Every Smile is Beautiful

A

child’s smile is one of the greatest gifts in the world! That is why KELCURT Media volunteers each year for
Palate 2 Pallette, so these children will have even more to smile about!

Palate 2 Pallette is an event celebrating the arts in the historic Southside District in
Chattanooga.
The event was created as a fundraising opportunity to support the non-profit organization Craniofacial
Foundation of America, treating facial deformities from birth defects, tumors and trauma.
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Thank you for allowing us to share our talents with you!
ADDRESS :

9619 Dayton Pike
Soddy-Daisy, TN
37379
PHONE

:

423.401.3817 - Studio
423.645.7427 - Cell

WEB

:

info@kelcurtmedia.

www.kelcurtmedia.com

www.facebook.com/
KELCURTMedia

©2017 KELCURT Media™ & KCM Studios: “Turning Life Into Art”™
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